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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR COMMUNICATION PROCESSING, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

(57) The present disclosure relates to a method and
device for communication processing, and a storage me-
dium. The method for communication processing is ap-
plied to a terminal device having installed therein multiple
subscriber identity module (SIM) cards including a data
primary card and a data secondary card each supporting
a new radio (NR) communication function, the method
includes: conducting statistics on cell information of cells
supporting the NR communication function; and deter-
mining, according to the cell information, whether a cell

to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell
supporting the NR communication function, and in re-
sponse to the cell to which the data secondary card is
registered being the cell supporting the NR communica-
tion function, enabling the NR communication function
of the data secondary card and controlling the data sec-
ondary card to perform cell measurement. By means of
the present disclosure, it can be ensured that the dual
5G communication function is not affected and power
consumption is reduced.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to the field of communication technology, and more particularly, to a
method and device for communication processing, and a storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Along with the development of communication technology, the development of the fifth generation (5G) new
radio (NR) communication technology has been in the drive to maturity stage. 5G NR communication is sometimes
abbreviated as 5G communication or NR communication.
[0003] In the related art, a terminal device supports communication based on a single subscriber identity module (SIM)
card, and also supports communication based on multiple SIM cards. 5G communication based on a single SIM card
has been in the drive to maturity stage, and will soon begin to lead the 5G communication based on multiple SIM cards.
5G communication based on multiple SIM cards can be understood as multiple SIM cards having their 5G communication
functions enabled. In 5G communication based on multiple SIM cards, it is usually configured with a data primary card
and a data secondary card, and only the data primary card can be actually connected to the 5G network, whereas
typically the data secondary card can be merely connected to a cell having 5G anchor points, and will not be actually
connected to the 5G network.
[0004] In the process of 5G communication based on multiple SIM cards, through the enabling of the 5G communication
functions of multiple SIM cards, the data primary card that is actually connected to the 5G network can be switched
among the multiple SIM cards, which may cause problems regarding power consumption.

SUMMARY

[0005] Accordingly, the present disclosure provides a method and device for communication processing, and a storage
medium.
[0006] According to a first aspect of embodiments of the disclosure, there is provided a method for communication
processing, which is applied to a terminal device having installed therein multiple SIM cards including a data primary
card and a data secondary card each supporting a NR communication function, the method including: conducting statistics
on cell information of cells supporting the NR communication function; and determining, according to the cell information,
whether a cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the NR communication function, and
in response to the cell to which the data secondary card is registered being the cell supporting the NR communication
function, enabling the NR communication function of the data secondary card and controlling the data secondary card
to perform cell measurement.
[0007] The technical solution provided by the embodiments of the present disclosure may include the beneficial effects
as follows. In response to that the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the 5G
communication function, the 5G communication function of the data secondary card is enabled, and the data secondary
card is controlled to perform cell measurement. It is thus possible to ensure that the dual 5G communication function is
not affected and power consumption is reduced.
[0008] According to an exemplary embodiment, the method may further include: monitoring cells to which the multiple
SIM cards are registered.
[0009] Herein conducting statistics on the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function
includes: in response to the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered including a standalone (SA) NR cell,
conducting statistics on and recording cell information of the SA NR cell; in response to the cells to which the multiple
SIM cards are registered including a non-standalone (NSA) NR cell, conducting statistics on and recording cell information
of the NSA NR cell; or in response to the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered including an NSA long
term evolution (LTE) cell and the NSA LTE cell including an NR anchor point, conducting statistics on and recording cell
information of the NSA LTE cell.
[0010] According to an exemplary embodiment, conducting statistics on the cell information of the cells supporting the
NR communication function includes:
obtaining, from a server side, the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function periodically.
[0011] According to an exemplary embodiment, the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication
function, which is obtained from the server side, includes at least one of:
cell information, uploaded by the terminal device, of cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered; cell information
synchronized by operations personnel; or cell information obtained from an operator.
[0012] According to an exemplary embodiment, the method may further include: synchronizing, to a server, the cell
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information of the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered.
[0013] According to an exemplary embodiment, the method may further include:
determining to enable a dual NR function, herein the dual NR function indicates that the data primary card has the NR
communication function enabled and the data secondary card has the NR communication function enabled.
[0014] According to an exemplary embodiment, determining to enable the dual NR function includes:
in response to receiving a trigger operation for turning on a dual NR function switch, determining to enable the dual NR
function; or in response to receiving a selection instruction for enabling an NR communication mode in a network mode
selection list interface for the data secondary card, determining to enable the dual NR function.
[0015] According to a second aspect of embodiments of the disclosure, there is provided a device for communication
processing, which is applied to a terminal device having installed therein multiple SIM cards including a data primary
card and a data secondary card each supporting an NR communication function, the device including:
an NR cell information statistics unit, configured to conduct statistics on cell information of cells supporting the NR
communication function; and an NR control unit, configured to determine, according to the cell information, whether a
cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the NR communication function, and in response
to the cell to which the data secondary card is registered being the cell supporting the NR communication function,
enable the NR communication function of the data secondary card and control the data secondary card to perform cell
measurement.
[0016] The advantages and technical effects of the device according to the invention correspond to those of the method
presented above.
[0017] According to an exemplary embodiment, the device may further include: a network-camping monitoring unit,
configured to monitor cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered, herein in response to monitoring, by the
network-camping monitoring unit, the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered including a SA NR cell, the
NR cell information statistics unit conducts statistics on and records cell information of the SA NR cell; in response to
monitoring, by the network-camping monitoring unit, the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered including
an NSA NR cell, the NR cell information statistics unit conducts statistics on and records cell information of the NSA NR
cell; or in response to monitoring, by the network-camping monitoring unit, the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are
registered including an NSA LTE cell and the NSA LTE cell including an NR anchor point, the NR cell information statistics
unit conducts statistics on and records cell information of the NSA LTE cell.
[0018] According to an exemplary embodiment, the NR cell information statistics unit conducts statistics on the cell
information of the cells supporting the NR communication function by: obtaining, from a server side, the cell information
of the cells supporting the NR communication function periodically.
[0019] According to an exemplary embodiment, the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication
function, which is obtained from the server side, includes at least one of: cell information, uploaded by the terminal
device, of cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered; cell information synchronized by operations personnel;
or cell information obtained from an operator.
[0020] According to an exemplary embodiment, the NR cell information statistics unit is further configured to: synchro-
nize, to a server, the cell information of the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered.
[0021] According to an exemplary embodiment, the device may further include a switch setting unit, herein the switch
setting unit is configured to enable or disable a dual NR function, and enabling of the dual NR function indicates that the
data primary card has the NR communication function enabled and the data secondary card has the NR communication
function enabled; herein the NR control unit is further configured to determine to enable the dual NR function.
[0022] According to an exemplary embodiment, in response to receiving, by the switch setting unit, a trigger operation
for turning on a dual NR function switch, the NR control unit determines to enable the dual NR function; or in response
to receiving, by the switch setting unit, a selection instruction for enabling an NR communication mode in a network
mode selection list interface for the data secondary card, the NR control unit determines to enable the dual NR function.
[0023] According to a third aspect of embodiments of the disclosure, there is provided a non-transitory computer-
readable storage medium having stored therein instructions that, when executed by a processor of a mobile terminal
device, cause the mobile terminal device to perform the method according to the first aspect or any one of the embodiments
of the first aspect.
[0024] The storage medium can be any entity or device capable of storing the program. For example, the support can
include storage means such as a ROM, for example a CD ROM or a microelectronic circuit ROM, or magnetic storage
means, for example a diskette (floppy disk) or a hard disk.
[0025] Alternatively, the storage medium can be an integrated circuit in which the program is incorporated, the circuit
being adapted to execute the method in question or to be used in its execution.
[0026] In one particular embodiment, the steps of the method for communication processing are determined by com-
puter program instructions.
[0027] Consequently, according to a fourth aspect, the disclosure is also directed to a computer program for executing
the steps of the method for communication processing as described above when this program is executed by a computer.
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[0028] This program can use any programming language and take the form of source code, object code or a code
intermediate between source code and object code, such as a partially compiled form, or any other desirable form.
[0029] It should be understood that the general description above and detailed description later are merely exemplary
and explanatory, and are not intended to restrict the disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] The accompanying drawings herein are incorporated into the specification and constitute part of the present
specification, illustrate embodiments consistent with the disclosure and explain the principles of the disclosure together
with the specification.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] Detailed description will be made here to exemplary embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings. The following description refers to the accompanying drawings in which the same numbers in
different drawings represent the same or similar elements unless otherwise represented. The implementations set forth
in the following description of exemplary embodiments do not represent all implementations consistent with the invention.
Instead, they are merely examples of apparatuses and methods consistent with aspects related to the invention as
recited in the appended claims.
[0032] The method for communication processing provided by the embodiments of the present disclosure is applied
to a terminal device installed with multiple SIM cards, and the multiple SIM cards installed on the terminal device include
a data primary card and a data secondary card each supporting an NR communication function. The data primary card
and the data secondary card each supports the NR communication function, which can also be called a dual NR function
of the terminal device or a dual 5G communication function of the terminal device. In the following embodiments of the
present disclosure, NR and 5G are often used interchangeably, and those skilled in the art should understand their
meaning.
[0033] In the related art, when the terminal device enables the dual 5G communication function, the data primary card
is connected to the 5G network for 5G communication, and the data secondary card is not actually connected to the 5G
network, but performs real-time cell measurement. The real-time cell measurement performed by the data secondary
card will cause problems regarding power consumption.
[0034] In view of this, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method for communication processing. In
the method for communication processing, in response to that the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is
a cell supporting the 5G communication function (hereinafter referred to as a 5G cell), the 5G communication function
of the data secondary card is enabled, and the data secondary card is controlled to perform cell measurement. It is thus
possible to ensure that the dual 5G communication function is not affected and power consumption is reduced.
[0035] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment. As
shown in FIG. 1, a method for communication processing is applied to a terminal device and includes the following
operations.
[0036] In S11, statistics is conducted on cell information of 5G cells.
[0037] In S12, it is determined according to the cell information whether a cell to which the data secondary card is
registered is a 5G cell, and in response to the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a 5G cell, the 5G
communication function of the data secondary card is enabled, and the data secondary card is controlled to perform cell
measurement.
[0038] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, in response to that the cell to which the data secondary card is
registered is a cell supporting the 5G communication function (hereinafter referred to as a 5G cell), the 5G communication
function of the data secondary card is enabled, and the data secondary card is controlled to perform cell measurement.
It is thus possible to ensure that the dual 5G communication function is not affected and power consumption is reduced.
[0039] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the abovementioned method for communication processing will
be described in detail below in conjunction with practical applications.
[0040] In an embodiment, the terminal device in the embodiments of the present disclosure monitors the cells to which
multiple SIM cards installed on the terminal device are registered. For example, the terminal device can invoke the
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operating system interface of the terminal device to monitor, in real-time, cell information of the cells to which all SIM
cards inserted in the terminal device are registered, and record the cell information of the monitored cells in real-time.
[0041] In an embodiment, in response to that the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered include an SA
5G cell (the terminal device is connected to the SA 5G cell), statistics is conducted on the cell information of the SA 5G
cell and the resulting cell information is recorded. In another embodiment, in response to that the cells to which the
multiple SIM cards are registered include an NSA 5G cell (the terminal device is connected to the NSA 5G cell), statistics
is conducted on the cell information of the NSA 5G cell and the resulting cell information is recorded. In yet another
embodiment, in response to that the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered include an NSA LTE cell and
the NSA LTE cell includes an NR anchor point, statistics is conducted on the cell information of the NSA LTE cell and
the resulting cell information is recorded. The LTE cell is sometimes referred to as a 4G cell. That is, in response to that
the terminal device is connected to an NSA 4G cell, statistics is conducted on cell information of the 4G cell and the
resulting cell information is recorded. The 4G cell has a 5G anchor point, which can provide the terminal device with a
EUTRA-NR Dual Connection (EN-DC) function.
[0042] In an example, recorded cell information is shown in Table 1.

[0043] Herein, the cell information in Table 1 includes cell information of a 5G cell to which the data primary card as
a data card is registered, and cell information of an NSA 4G cell to which the data secondary card as a non-data card
is registered.
[0044] In an example of the present disclosure, after obtaining the cell information, the terminal device can record and
keep the cell information locally. Further, the terminal device can synchronize the recorded cell information to a server.
For example, in a case that the terminal device is connected to the Internet, the recorded cell information is synchronized
and uploaded to the server on a regular basis (such as on a daily basis).
[0045] Furthermore, in the embodiments of the present disclosure, the cell information of the cells supporting the 5G
communication function can also be obtained from the server side. For example, the terminal device may periodically
obtain the cell information of the cells supporting the 5G communication function from the server side. In an example,
in addition to recording cell information of the cells that the current terminal device has accessed, the terminal device
also needs to periodically download the cell information saved in the server from the server. The cell information of the
cells supporting the 5G communication function, which is obtained from the server side, comprises at least one of: cell
information, uploaded by the terminal device, of cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered; cell information
synchronized by operations personnel; or cell information obtained from an operator or cell information saved in the
server through other channels.
[0046] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the terminal device conducts statistics and records the cell
information of the 5G cell, and obtains the cell information of the cell to which the data secondary card is registered. The
cell information of the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is compared with the recorded cell information
of the 5G cell to determine whether the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the 5G
communication function, for example, whether the cell is a 5G or 4G cell for SA or NSA.
[0047] Herein, if the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the 5G communication
function, it is determined to enable the 5G communication function of the data secondary card, and the data secondary
card is controlled to perform cell measurement. In the embodiments of the present disclosure, in response to that the
terminal device enables the 5G communication function of the data secondary card, the 5G communication function of
the data secondary card can be enabled by invoking the system interface.
[0048] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, if the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is not
a cell supporting the 5G communication function, the 5G communication function of the data secondary card is not
enabled, and the data secondary card does not perform cell measurement, so that power consumption is reduced.
Further, if the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is not a cell supporting the 5G communication function,
no processing is performed temporarily, and in response to that the data secondary card is subsequently switched to a
new cell, it is re-determined whether the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the 5G
communication function.
[0049] It is to be understood that in the embodiments of the present disclosure, in response to that the terminal device

Table 1

SIM card Cell information

data primary card (data card) e.g., cell information of a 5G cell

data secondary card e.g., cell information of an

(non-data card) NSA 4G cell
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monitors that the cell to which the SIM card is registered is switched, it can start conducting statistics on the cell information.
[0050] Furthermore, in an example of the present disclosure, a switch setting unit for enabling or disabling the dual
5G communication function can be set, and the dual 5G communication function can be enabled or disabled through
the switch setting unit. The enabling of the dual 5G communication function indicates that the data primary card has the
5G communication function enabled, and the secondary data card has the 5G communication function enabled. The
disabling of the dual 5G communication function indicates that at least one of the data primary card and the data secondary
card has not its 5G communication function enabled.
[0051] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment. As
shown in FIG. 2, a method for communication processing is applied to a terminal device and includes the following
operations.
[0052] In S21, it is determined to enable the dual 5G communication function.
[0053] In an embodiment, a dual 5G communication function switch is provided. In response to that the dual 5G
communication function switch is turned on, it indicates that the dual 5G communication function is enabled. In response
to that the dual 5G communication function switch is turned off, it indicates that the dual 5G communication function is
disabled. In the embodiments of the present disclosure, in response to that a trigger operation for turning on the dual
NR function switch is received, it is determined to enable the dual NR function.
[0054] In another embodiment, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a network mode selection list
interface for the data secondary card (non-data card). Selection of the 5G network mode by a user in the network mode
selection list interface for the data secondary card indicates that the dual 5G communication function is enabled. Can-
cellation of the selection of the 5G network mode of the data secondary card by the user (that is, selection of the non-
5G network mode) indicates that the dual 5G communication function is disabled. In the embodiments of the present
disclosure, in response to that a selection instruction for enabling the 5G communication mode in the network mode
selection list interface for the data secondary card is received, it is determined to enable the dual 5G communication
function.
[0055] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the method for communication processing shown in FIG. 2 further
includes operation S22 and operation S23. Herein, operation S22 and operation S23 are the same as operation S11
and operation S12, and will not be repeated herein.
[0056] According to the method for communication processing provided by the embodiments of the present disclosure,
5G measurement by the data secondary card is not initiated in real-time for a terminal device that performs the dual 5G
communication function. Only in response to that the cell to which the data secondary card is registered meets the
conditions for 5G cells on which statistics have been conducted, the cell measurement is initiated and the data secondary
card is connected to the 5G network. This not only ensures that the dual 5G communication function is not affected, but
also reduces power consumption.
[0057] Based on the same concept, the embodiments of the present disclosure also provide a device for communication
processing.
[0058] It can be understood that, in order to implement the above-mentioned functions, the device for communication
processing provided by the embodiments of the present disclosure includes hardware structures and/or software modules
corresponding to each function. In combination with the units and algorithm operations of the examples disclosed in the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the embodiments of the present disclosure can be implemented in the form of
hardware or a combination of hardware and computer software. Whether a certain function is executed by hardware or
by computer software driving hardware depends on the specific application and design constraint conditions of the
technical solution. Those skilled in the art can use different methods for each specific application to implement the
described functions, but such implementation should not be considered as going beyond the scope of the technical
solutions of the embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0059] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
Referring to FIG. 3, the device 300 for communication processing is applied to a terminal device having installed therein
multiple SIM cards comprising a data primary card and a data secondary card each supporting the 5G communication
function. The device 300 for communication processing includes a 5G cell information statistics unit 301 and a 5G control
unit 302.
[0060] The 5G cell information statistics unit 301 is configured to conduct statistics on cell information of cells supporting
the 5G communication function. The 5G control unit 302 is configured to determine, based on the cell information,
whether a cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the 5G communication function, and
in response to that the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the 5G communication
function, enable the 5G communication function of the data secondary card, and control the data secondary card to
perform cell measurement.
[0061] In an embodiment, the device 300 for communication processing further includes a network-camping monitoring
unit 303. FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
Referring to FIG. 4, the network-camping monitoring unit 303 is configured to monitor cells to which the multiple SIM
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cards are registered.
[0062] In an embodiment, in response to that the network-camping monitoring unit 303 monitors that the cells to which
the multiple SIM cards are registered include an SA 5G cell, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 conducts statistics
on and records cell information of the SA 5G cell.
[0063] In an embodiment, in response to that the network-camping monitoring unit 303 monitors that the cells to which
the multiple SIM cards are registered include an NSA 5G cell, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 conducts statistics
on and records cell information of the NSA 5G cell.
[0064] In an embodiment, in response to that the network-camping monitoring unit 303 monitors that the cells to which
the multiple SIM cards are registered include an NSA LTE cell and the NSA LTE cell includes a 5G anchor point, the
5G cell information statistics unit 301 conducts statistics on and records the NSA LTE cell.
[0065] In an embodiment, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 periodically obtains the cell information of the cells
supporting the 5G communication function from the server side.
[0066] In an embodiment, the cell information of the cells supporting the 5G communication function, which is obtained
from the server side, includes at least one of: cell information, uploaded by the terminal device, of cells to which the
multiple SIM cards are registered; cell information synchronized by operations personnel; or cell information obtained
from an operator.
[0067] In another embodiment, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 is further configured to synchronize the cell
information of the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered to the server.
[0068] In an embodiment, the device 300 for communication processing further includes a switch setting unit 304.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a device for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment. Referring
to FIG. 5, the switch setting unit 304 is configured to enable or disable the dual 5G communication function. The enabling
of the dual 5G communication function indicates that the data primary card has the 5G communication function enabled,
and the data secondary card has the 5G communication function enabled. The 5G control unit 302 is further configured
to determine to enable the dual 5G communication function.
[0069] Herein, in response to that the switch setting unit 304 receives a trigger operation for turning on the dual 5G
communication function switch, the 5G control unit 302 determines that the dual 5G communication function is enabled.
Or, in response to that the switch setting unit 304 receives a selection instruction for enabling a 5G communication mode
in a network mode selection list interface for the data secondary card, the 5G control unit 302 determines to enable the
dual 5G communication function.
[0070] In the present disclosure, the communication processing process performed by the device for communication
processing will be described below in conjunction with the following embodiments.
[0071] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the switch setting unit 304 provides control setting options for
the dual 5G communication function, and the user can enable or disable the dual 5G communication function at any
time. The switch setting unit 304 may provide different interface displays to control the enabling or disabling of the dual
5G communication function.
[0072] The switch setting unit 304 can control the enabling or disabling of the dual 5G communication function in the
following two ways.
[0073] In way (1), the dual 5G communication function switch is provided. In response to that the user turns on the
dual 5G communication function switch, the dual 5G communication function is enabled. In response to that the user
turns off the dual 5G communication function switch, the dual 5G communication function is disabled.
[0074] In way (2), the network mode selection list interface for the data secondary card (non-data card) is provided.
Such as the 5G network mode selection interface. Selection of the 5G network mode in by a user the network mode
selection list interface for the data secondary card indicates that the dual 5G communication function is enabled. Can-
cellation of the selection of the 5G network mode of the data secondary card by the user (that is, selection of any other
network mode) indicates that the dual 5G communication function is disabled.
[0075] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, after the user enables the dual 5G communication function
through the switch setting unit 304, the data secondary card does not actually initiate 5G registration with the 5G network
at this time, and only after the subsequent confirmation that the cell to which the data secondary card is registered
supports 5G communication, the 5G registration will be initiated.
[0076] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the network-camping monitoring unit 303 invokes the operating
system interface to monitor, in real time, the network information of the cells to which all SIM cards inserted in the terminal
device are registered, and record the network information in real-time. In response to that the network-camping monitoring
unit 303 monitors the cell being registered is switched, it sends the current cell information to the 5G cell information
statistics unit 301.
[0077] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 needs to conduct
statistics on cell information of 5G cells. For example, in response to that the current terminal device is connected to an
SA 5G cell, cell information of the SA 5G cell is recorded. In response to that the current terminal device is connected
to an NSA 5G cell, cell information of the NSA 5G cell is recorded. In response to that the current terminal device is
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connected to an NSA 4G cell, cell information of the NSA 4G cell is recorded. The NSA 4G cell has a 5G anchor point
to provide the terminal device with an EN-DC connection.
[0078] In an embodiment, after locally recording the above cell information, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301
will synchronize and upload the cell information to the server on a regular basis (such as on a daily basis) and in the
case of the terminal device is connected to the Internet. In addition to recording the above-mentioned cell information
that the current terminal device has accessed, the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 also needs to periodically
download cell information uploaded by other terminal devices from the server.
[0079] Herein, the cell information stored in the server synchronized by the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 may
have multiple sources. For example, it can be:

(1) cell information being registered, which is uploaded by 5G terminal device;
(2) cell information manually synchronized by operations personnel;
(3) cell information obtained from an operator;
(4) or other channels.

[0080] Further, in the embodiments of the present disclosure, the 5G control unit 302 may invoke the system to enable
or disable the 5G communication function of a certain SIM card. In response to that the 5G communication function of
the SIM card is enabled, the SIM card initiates 5G measurement to the network and waits for the network to allocate 5G
resources. In response to that the 5G communication function of the SIM card is disabled, the SIM card stops 5G
measurement to the network.
[0081] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, after the user enables the dual 5G communication through the
switch setting unit 304, the switch setting unit 304 will notify the 5G control unit 302 at this time that the dual 5G
communication function has been enabled. The 5G control unit 302 will determine whether to control the data secondary
card to connect to the 5G network by determining whether the cell to which the data secondary card is registered is a
cell supporting the 5G radio communication function.
[0082] If the user disables the dual 5G communication function through the switch setting unit 304, the 5G control unit
302 directly invokes the system interface to disable the 5G communication function of the data secondary card.
[0083] Herein, the 5G control unit 302 needs to obtain in real time the cell information of the cell to which the current
secondary card is registered monitored by the network-camping monitoring unit 303, and send the cell information to
the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 by sending a confirmation instruction to determine whether the current cell is
a cell supporting the 5G radio communication function (5G or 4G cell for SA or NSA).
[0084] After the 5G cell information statistics unit 301 receives the confirmation instruction sent by the 5G control unit
302, it compares the transmitted cell information with the information saved in the local database. If the cell information
is contained in the database, the result of "the 5G communication function is supported" is returned to the 5G control
unit 302; otherwise, the result of "a cell that does not support the 5G communication function" is returned to the 5G
control unit 302. The 5G control unit 302 receives the returned result, and if it is "the 5G communication function is
supported", it invokes the system interface to enable the 5G communication function of the data secondary card. If it is
"a cell that does not support the 5G communication function", then no processing is done, and in response to the data
secondary card is subsequently switched to a new cell, the process of determining whether to enable 5G communication
function is repeated.
[0085] With respect to the device in the above embodiments, the specific manners for performing operations for
individual modules therein have been described in detail in the embodiments of the method, which will not be elaborated
herein.
[0086] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a device 400 for communication processing according to an exemplary embodiment.
For example, the device 400 may be a mobile phone, a computer, a digital broadcast terminal, a messaging device, a
game console, a tablet, a medical device, exercise equipment, a personal digital assistant, and the like.
[0087] Referring to FIG. 6, the device 400 may include one or more of the following components: a processing com-
ponent 402, a memory 404, a power component 406, a multimedia component 408, an audio component 410, an
input/output (I/O) interface 412, a sensor component 414, and a communication component 416.
[0088] The processing component 402 typically controls the overall operations of the device 400, such as operations
associated with display, telephone calls, data communications, camera operations, and recording operations. The
processing component 402 may include one or more processors 420 to execute instructions to perform all or part of the
operations of the abovementioned method. Moreover, the processing component 402 may include one or more modules
which facilitate the interaction between the processing component 402 and other components. For example, the process-
ing component 402 may include a multimedia module to facilitate the interaction between the multimedia component
408 and the processing component 402.
[0089] The memory 404 is configured to store various types of data to support the operation of the device 400. Examples
of such data include instructions for any application or method operating on the device 400, contact data, phone book
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data, messages, pictures, videos, etc. The memory 404 may be implemented using any type of volatile or non-volatile
storage device or a combination thereof, such as a static random access memory (SRAM), an electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), an erasable and programmable read-only memory (EPROM), a program-
mable read-only memory (PROM), a read-only memory (ROM), a magnetic memory, a flash memory, a magnetic or
optical disk.
[0090] The power component 406 provides power to various components of the device 400. The power component
406 may include a power management system, one or more power sources, and any other components associated with
the generation, management, and distribution of power in the device 400.
[0091] The multimedia component 408 includes a screen providing an output interface between the device 400 and
the user. In some embodiments, the screen may include a liquid crystal display (LCD) and a touch panel (TP). If the
screen includes a touch panel, the screen may be implemented as a touch screen to receive input signals from the user.
The touch panel includes one or more touch sensors to sense touches, swipes, and gestures on the touch panel. The
touch sensors may not only sense a boundary of a touch or swipe action, but also sense a period of time and a pressure
associated with the touch or swipe action. In some embodiments, the multimedia component 408 includes a front camera
and/or a rear camera. The front camera and the rear camera may receive an external multimedia datum while the device
400 is in an operation mode, such as a photographing mode or a video mode. Each of the front camera and the rear
camera may be a fixed optical lens system or have focus and optical zoom capability.
[0092] The audio component 410 is configured to output and/or input audio signals. For example, the audio component
410 includes a microphone (MIC) configured to receive an external audio signal when the device 400 is in an operation
mode, such as a call mode, a recording mode, and a voice recognition mode. The received audio signal may be further
stored in the memory 404 or transmitted via the communication component 416. In some embodiments, the audio
component 410 further includes a speaker for outputting audio signals.
[0093] The I/O interface 412 provides an interface between the processing component 402 and peripheral interface
modules, such as a keyboard, a click wheel, buttons, and the like. The buttons may include, but are not limited to, a
home button, a volume button, a starting button, and a locking button.
[0094] The sensor component 414 includes one or more sensors to provide status assessments of various aspects
of the device 400. For example, the sensor component 414 may detect an open/closed status of the device 400, relative
positioning of components, e.g., the display and the keypad, of the device 400, a change in position of the device 400
or a component of the device 400, a presence or absence of user contact with the device 400, an orientation or an
acceleration/deceleration of the device 400, and a change in temperature of the device 400. The sensor component 414
may include a proximity sensor configured to detect the presence of nearby objects without any physical contact. The
sensor component 414 may also include a light sensor, such as a CMOS or CCD image sensor, for use in imaging
applications. In some embodiments, the sensor component 414 may also include an accelerometer sensor, a gyroscope
sensor, a magnetic sensor, a pressure sensor, or a temperature sensor.
[0095] The communication component 416 is configured to facilitate communication, wired or wirelessly, between the
device 400 and other devices. The device 400 can access a wireless network based on a communication standard,
such as WiFi, 2G, or 3G, or a combination thereof. In one exemplary embodiment, the communication component 416
receives a broadcast signal or broadcast associated information from an external broadcast management system via a
broadcast channel. In one exemplary embodiment, the communication component 416 further includes a near field
communication (NFC) module to facilitate short-range communications. For example, the NFC module may be imple-
mented based on a radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, an infrared data association (IrDA) technology, an
ultra-wideband (UWB) technology, a bluetooth (BT) technology, and other technologies.
[0096] In exemplary embodiments, the device 400 may be implemented with one or more application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices
(PLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), controllers, micro-controllers, microprocessors, or other electronic
components, for performing the above described methods.
[0097] In exemplary embodiments, there is also provided a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium including
instructions, such as included in the memory 404, executable by the processor 420 in the device 400, for performing
the above-described methods. For example, the non-transitory computer-readable storage medium may be a ROM, a
CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disc, an optical data storage device, and the like.
[0098] It should be understood that "multiple" as referred to herein means two or more, and other quantifiers are
similar. "And/or," describing the association relationship of the associated objects, indicates that there may be three
relationships, For example, A and/or B may indicate that there are three cases where A exists separately, A and B exist
at the same time, and B exists separately. The character "/" generally indicates that the contextual objects are in an "or"
relationship. The singular "a", "said" and "the" are also intended to include plural forms, unless the context clearly
indicates other meanings.
[0099] It should be further understood that although the operations in the embodiments of the present disclosure are
described in a specific order in the drawings, they should not be understood as requiring these operations to be performed
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in the particular order shown or in sequential order, or requiring all the operations shown to be performed to achieve
desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous.
[0100] Other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the spec-
ification and practice of the invention disclosed here. This application is intended to cover any variations, uses, or
adaptations of the invention following the general principles thereof and including such departures from the present
disclosure as come within known or customary practice in the art. It is intended that the specification and examples be
considered as exemplary only, with a true scope of the invention being indicated by the following claims.
[0101] It will be appreciated that the present invention is not limited to the exact construction that has been described
above and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and that various modifications and changes can be made without
departing from the scope thereof. It is intended that the scope of the invention only be limited by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for communication processing, executed by a terminal device having installed therein multiple Subscriber
Identity Module, SIM, cards comprising a data primary card and a data secondary card each supporting a New
Radio, NR, communication function, characterized in that, the method comprises:

conducting statistics on cell information of cells supporting the NR communication function (S11); and
determining, according to the cell information, whether a cell to which the data secondary card is registered is
a cell supporting the NR communication function, and in response to the cell to which the data secondary card
is registered being the cell supporting the NR communication function, enabling the NR communication function
of the data secondary card and controlling the data secondary card to perform cell measurement (S12).

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

monitoring cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered,
wherein conducting statistics on the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function
comprises:

in response to the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered comprising a Standalone, SA, NR
cell, conducting statistics on and recording cell information of the SA NR cell;
in response to the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered comprising a Non-Standalone, NSA,
NR cell, conducting statistics on and recording cell information of the NSA NR cell; or
in response to the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered comprising an NSA Long Term
Evolution, LTE, cell and the NSA LTE cell comprising an NR anchor point, conducting statistics on and
recording cell information of the NSA LTE cell.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein conducting statistics on the cell information of the cells supporting the NR
communication function comprises:
obtaining, from a server side, the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function periodically.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function, which
is obtained from the server side, comprises at least one of:

cell information, uploaded by the terminal device, of cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered;
cell information synchronized by operations personnel; or
cell information obtained from an operator.

5. The method of claim 2 or 4, further comprising:
synchronizing, to a server, the cell information of the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
determining to enable a dual NR function, wherein the dual NR function indicates that the data primary card has the
NR communication function enabled and the data secondary card has the NR communication function enabled.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein determining to enable the dual NR function comprises:
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in response to receiving a trigger operation for turning on a dual NR function switch, determining to enable the
dual NR function; or
in response to receiving a selection instruction for enabling an NR communication mode in a network mode
selection list interface for the data secondary card, determining to enable the dual NR function.

8. A device for communication processing, applied to a terminal device having installed therein multiple Subscriber
Identity Module, SIM, cards comprising a data primary card and a data secondary card each supporting a New
Radio, NR, communication function, characterized in that, the device comprises:

an NR cell information statistics unit (301), configured to conduct statistics on cell information of cells supporting
the NR communication function; and
an NR control unit (302), configured to: determine, according to the cell information, whether a cell to which the
data secondary card is registered is a cell supporting the NR communication function, and in response to the
cell to which the data secondary card is registered being the cell supporting the NR communication function,
enable the NR communication function of the data secondary card and control the data secondary card to
perform cell measurement.

9. The device of claim 8, further comprising:

a network-camping monitoring unit (303), configured to monitor cells to which the multiple SIM cards are reg-
istered,
wherein in response to monitoring, by the network-camping monitoring unit (303), the cells to which the multiple
SIM cards are registered comprising a Standalone, SA, NR cell, the NR cell information statistics unit (301)
conducts statistics on and records cell information of the SA NR cell;
in response to monitoring, by the network-camping monitoring unit (303), the cells to which the multiple SIM
cards are registered comprising a Non-Standalone, NSA, NR cell, the NR cell information statistics unit (301)
conducts statistics on and records cell information of the NSA NR cell; or
in response to monitoring, by the network-camping monitoring unit (303), the cells to which the multiple SIM
cards are registered comprising an NSA Long Term Evolution, LTE, cell and the NSA LTE cell comprising an
NR anchor point, the NR cell information statistics unit (301) conducts statistics on and records cell information
of the NSA LTE cell.

10. The device of claim 8 or 9, wherein the NR cell information statistics unit (301) conducts statistics on the cell
information of the cells supporting the NR communication function by:
obtaining, from a server side, the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function periodically.

11. The device of claim 10, wherein the cell information of the cells supporting the NR communication function, which
is obtained from the server side, comprises at least one of:

cell information, uploaded by the terminal device, of cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered;
cell information synchronized by operations personnel; or
cell information obtained from an operator.

12. The device of claim 8 or 11, wherein the NR cell information statistics unit (301) is further configured to:
synchronize, to a server, the cell information of the cells to which the multiple SIM cards are registered.

13. The device of claim 8, further comprising a switch setting unit (304), wherein the switch setting unit (304) is configured
to enable or disable a dual NR function, and enabling of the dual NR function indicates that the data primary card
has the NR communication function enabled and the data secondary card has the NR communication function
enabled;
wherein the NR control unit (302) is further configured to determine to enable the dual NR function.

14. The device of claim 13, wherein in response to receiving, by the switch setting unit (304), a trigger operation for
turning on a dual NR function switch, the NR control unit (302) determines to enable the dual NR function; or
in response to receiving, by the switch setting unit (304), a selection instruction for enabling an NR communication
mode in a network mode selection list interface for the data secondary card, the NR control unit (302) determines
to enable the dual NR function.
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15. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored therein instructions that, when executed by a
processor of a mobile terminal device, cause the mobile terminal device to perform the method according to any
one of claims 1 to 7.
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